Traveling towards the CBD in Cape Town from the N2, take the City Exit. Cross the traffic lights (where the CTICC is on your left hand side) and turn right into Somerset Road. Proceed along Somerset Road, Cross Hudson Street and turn left into Dixon Street. Immediately, look for the entrance into the Undercover parking for Cape Quarter on the right hand side off Dixon Street. When you enter the parking, go to Level C and enter the Dixon Street lifts. Take the lifts to Level 2 and you will exit at the Skin Renewal premises.

Traveling from Greenpoint/Seapoint towards the CBD, proceed along Somerset Road, and turn right into Dixon Street. Immediately, look for the entrance into the Undercover parking for Cape Quarter on the right hand side off Dixon Street. When you enter the parking, go to Level C and enter the Dixon Street lifts. Take the lifts to Level 2 and you will exit at the Skin Renewal premises.